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1. INTRODUCTION
Phase changes have been recognized and a source of wonder since ancient times.
They are commonplace and simple in comparison withmany of the chemical
transformations studied by chemists. Freezing, the phase transition of liquid into solid,
is not only important in daily life and industry, but modeling of thisprocess is also
useful in understanding the kinetics of the nucleation of all phase transitions. Despite
this, a recent perspective in the journal Sciences lamented our lack of understanding of
the details of this freezing event. This thesis is an effort to add to this understanding,
via a study of the kinetics of the nucleation process in the freezing of liquid benzene.
1.1. Kinetics of Phase Transitions
Although the thermodynamic description of phase changes has been well
developed for a century,2 the kinetic aspects have been troublesometo study.The
kinetic process is an important factor needed for the simulation of material properties.3'4
The kinetics of nucleation is the key to understanding the freezingprocess. Nucleation
of freeiing is the creation in a liquid of a small seed crystal which has sufficient stability
that further growth is energetically feasible. Nuclei belowa critical size are unstable
because the surface energy is too high, as discussed later.When only one pure
component is involved in nucleation, it is called homogeneous nucleation.When2
another component, like an impurity, plays a role in the nucleation, the impurities
catalyze the nucleation, and the process is called heterogeneous nucleation. Container
surfaces can also trigger the nucleation event. Heterogeneous nucleation is the common
cause of phase change in nature because most materials contain impurities and these
impurities or container surfaces always have a big influence on nucleation.5'6 However,
for theoretical considerations, homogeneous nucleation is desirable for understanding
the initiation of a phase change.It offers the simplest situation for which we can
construct a physical model that can be tested with experiments.7'8Homogeneous
nucleation theory is well developed9, and it will be discussed in detail in chapter 2.
The technique of misting, breaking liquid into small drops (clusters), is the main
method of achieving homogeneous nucleation experimentally.
9'10Turnbull pioneered
the use of this technique to study metal clusters and found that when metal is coated
with organic solvent, it can be broken into drops of about 50 1..tm diameter. As they
cooled, it was found that the metal clusters remained in the liquid state at the melting
point (Tm) of bulk material, cooled further, and then froze at a temperature lower than
Tm.This phenomenon is called supercooling.By monitoring the duration of the
freezing process, the rate of nucleation was deduced. The data were used to compare
with rates calculated from classical homogeneous nucleation theory. Using this method,
Turnbull was able to determine the surface tension(o') of the liquid-solid interface, a
key property which is very difficult to measure accurately by any other method. From
his measurements for a number of materials, mostly metal and a few organic molecules,
Turnbell deduced an empirical relation between surface tension and heat of fusion,
given by3
asi =K Mips/ (172Na)113 (1.1)
In this equation, AHfi,s is the heat of fusion at the melting point, V is the molar volume,
Na is the Avogadro constant and K is an empirical constant found to have a value of
about 0.45 for metals and 0.32 for molecules.
Turnbull's method was clever, but left a question as to whether the assumption
of homogeneous nucleation was correct.In particular, the organic coating might
function as an impurity and thus heterogeneous nucleation at the surface could have
occurred instead of homogeneous nucleation. In a subsequent study, Staveleyl° tried to
avoid this potential problem by spraying very small liquid drops of molecules into a pre-
chilled cloud chamber.In studying two dozen systems, he found that all molecules
experienced supercooling and most of them froze into solid in a narrow range of
temperature. Light scattering was used to monitor the onset of freezing. The duration
of freezing was measured and from this the rate of nucleation was deduced.The
interfacial surface tension of liquid-solid measured from his experiments was found to
follow Turnbull's empirical relation, assuming the constant K = 0.32.The cloud
chamber method used by Staveley does not introduce any added material other than
hydrogen as chilling gas, thus the homogeneous condition is better approached.
However, light scattering does not measure the duration of freezing very well, as the
ability to distinguish liquid and solid clusters is not very sharp.In general, the
measurements tend to overestimate the duration of the freezing process, resulting a
lower rate of nucleation value than real freezing process.4
A third method of determining as' evolved as the supersonic jet expansion
technique became a popular method to study small clusters of atoms and molecules, and
some scientists started to study large clusters formed injets.11-14Clusters containing
hundreds to millions of molecules can be produced in a supersonic jet, resulting in a size
diameter range of 5 to 50 nm. For clusters of more than 1000 units, it was discovered
that their properties are essentially those of bulk materials.I3'15'16 In a series of studies,
L.S. Barte1117'18and coworkers used electron diffraction to determine the phase of such
large aggregates of molecules. These clusters were found to freeze, and, in a few cases,
even undergo a phase transition from one solid phase to another in a jet. The size of
cluster in these experiments was of the order of 10 nm in diameter, which is three orders
of magnitude smaller than the drops formed in Turnbull and Stave ley's experiments.
The influence of trace impurities is much reduced for such small drops and, with pure
ammonia gas, truly homogeneous nucleation conditions were claimed in Bartell's
experiment.19
Spectroscopy is an alternative choice to study phase transitions in a jet.
Although sensitive, infrared absorption methods2°-22 do not allow fine point-probing in
the jet, as needed to observe phase changes. Electronic fluorescence experiments do
have this capability but liquid-solid phases are not well distinguished.23-26 However,
Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) can be successfully used to study
phase transition of large clusters in jets, as shown in our laboratory and others.I3'14'27
Because the non-linear signal is only generated at the focus of the laser beams, CARS
has excellent spatial resolution. Laser beams can be focused to a diameter of 0.1 mm
and the speed of clusters in the jet is about 1000 m/s, which corresponds to nanosecond5
time resolution in measuring the nucleation rates.This is much better spatial and
temporal resolution than that of electron diffraction. CARS has alsogreat spectral
resolution and good sensitivity, features that make it the ideal toolto study phase
transitions of large clusters formed in a jet.
Using either electronic diffraction or CARS spectroscopy to probe the liquid-
solid phase transition, accurate rates of freezing can be obtained. Ifwe assume these are
determined by rate of formation of critical nuclei anduse homogeneous nucleation
theory,9 the hard-to-measure surface tensionbetween liquid and solidCYsi can be
calculated.For example, from electronic diffraction, L.S. Barte1119 determined the
interfacial free energy as, for ammonia between liquid and solid phase to be 23 mJ m2
at a supercooled liquid freezing temperature of 128 K. Using CARSas a probe, P.
Minarik28 determined6,1 for acetylene to be 10.1 mJ 111-2 at a supercooled freezing
temperature of 155 K. Only a few other values exist in the literature.If asi for more
molecules could be measured by these same methods,a comparison of as, among
different molecules could lead to a better understand of homogeneous nucleation and
properties of surface.
The criterion used to distinguish liquid from solid in acetylene clusters by CARS
was the appearance of resolved spectral peaks for liquid and solid phases.13'14
Unfortunately, in my efforts to apply the CARS method to other molecules, I found that
line broadening of the spectra in the jet is a typicaloccurrence, so that small liquid-solid
spectral shifts are not so easily resolved as in equilibrium samples. 29-31In addition, for
many molecules investigated, even when liquid-solid peaks are resolved in spectra of6
bulk phases, they can become overlapped in a jet due to shifts caused by supercooling of
the liquid clusters. This is a common event, resulting in the observation that liquid is
hard to distinguish from solid for many molecules we investigated in the jet.
In this thesis, a less obvious indicator for the phase transition of freezing is
utilized. For any supercooled liquid at a low temperature (TL) that freezes into a solid,
the solid rapidly warms to the melting point (Tm). The difference between Tm and TL
canbelargeinajetbecausetheaggregatetypicallyexperiencessevere
supercooling.
13,14,19,32A temperature rise can thus serve to indicate the onset of
freezing. In our work we show that small variations of Raman peak center positions due
to such a temperature rise can be detected with CARS, and benzene was used to
demonstrate experimentally that measurement of such shifts is feasible. The advantages
and limitations of this approach will be discussed. A useful expression for the rate of
freezing is derived and, with some assumptions, is used to measure the rate of
nucleation from experiment without the need to have resolvable spectra between liquid
and solid in the jet.Using this rate, the surface tension between liquid and solid of
benzene is calculated from classical nucleation theory."9
1.2. Solid-solid Phase Transitions of Benzene
Most molecules have one or more solid phases and although no phase change
has been definitely confirmed for solid benzene as itis cooled, there are a few
suggestions of other structural changes as the solid is cooled. As discussed below, these
involve pre-melting near the melting point Tm, glass phase formation around 220 to 2307
K, an indication of molecular reorientation in the solid around 240 and 120 K, and a
possible further phase change around 100 K. Whether any of these are real is uncertain
and seeking evidence for them was a secondary motivation of our CARS measurements
on equilibrium sample of benzene.
1.2.1. Does benzene pre-melt ?
In the process of melting, the structure of a solid collapses into the randomly
oriented molecular structure of the liquid. Most simple molecules are believed to have
only first-order phase transitions when they melt.The theory of first-order phase
transitions predicts that such a transition as melting is rapid, with no pre-transitional
effects, such as pre-melting. Pre-melting implies that the structure of the solid phase
becomes partially modified towards that of the liquid phase as a sample approaches the
melting point. For example, some long chain molecules with methyl groups on the end
undergo a pre-melting step involving rotation of the end molecular groups prior to true
melting, in which the actual lattice structure is lost. Such pre-melting is a second order
phase transition.3334
Some experimental results have suggested that pre-melting might occur for
benzene. A powder diffraction x-ray study of the lattice parameters as a function of
temperature close to the melting point showed large changes in the relative intensities of
several diffraction peaks as the melting point was approached.It also showed a very
large expansivity of the lattice c parameter and of the cell volume,35evidence claimed to
indicate a pre-melting effect.Further support came from Raman spectra, which8
displayed a marked decrease in frequency of the lattice modes at temperatures close to
the melting point.36.37 A similar drop with temperatures was also observed at non-
ambient pressures.
38Some additional support for the concept of pre-melting comes
from measurements of the bulk thermal expansivity av for a number of molecular
crystals; these studies as a function of pressure show a power law divergence of a, as
these crystals approach the melting transition.39
On the other hand, a neutron powder diffraction study4° failed to see the pre-
melting effects reported in the x-ray study.It was argued that the effects in x-ray were
due to the formation of large crystalline samples and that the experiment was not suited
to study this question.Further arguments involving the effect of impurities and the
difficulties of working near the melting point have prevented the acceptance of the idea
of pre-melting for benzene and for other small molecules.
1.2.2. Does benzene have glass or other solid phases?
Many molecules have a glass phase and it has been suggested that benzene has
such a phase.41 The evidence is line broadening seen in IR absorption spectra which
suggests that a glass phase forms around 223 K.42At low temperature, NMR
measurements have been interpreted in terms of a molecular reorientation about the
sixfold symmetry axis occuring at 120 K,41 and other work suggests that there may be
an additional phase transition around 100 K.4° None of these possibilities is supported
by x-ray or neutron diffraction data, which indicates that the structure of solid benzene
at all temperatures is orthorhombic
40,43,44Given these conflicting reports, we have9
looked to see if any evidence for such phase transitions might be seen in our CARS
spectra of solid benzene formed in a cryostat.
1.3. Summary
Benzene is examined by CARS in this thesis work. High resolution vibrational
spectra of equilibrium liquid and solid samples were recorded from 8 K to 298 K and
evidence for suggested solid-solid phase transitions was sought.This data was also
used in jet studies of freezing of benzene clusters and the results were combined with
homogeneous nucleation theory to determine asi,the solid-liquid interfacial free energy
of benzene.10
2. HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION THEORY FOR FREEZING
Homogeneous nucleation theory applied to the freezing process is used in this
study of kinetics of freezing for measurement of interfacial free energy between liquid
and solid phases. Accordingly, some background theory is presented; more details are
given in Turnbull's work.9'45 Our application of this theory, with some assumptions,
allows use of the experimental data obtained for benzene to deduce asi, the interfacial
free energy between liquid and solid.
2.1. Introduction
Classical homogeneous nucleation theory for a phase change dates back to 1876
and was first proposed by Gibbs.46 The gas to liquid transition was examined because
the easy measurement of the interfacial free energy (surface tension ah,) between vapor
and liquid was useful in verifying the correctness of the theory. This theory (sometimes
called the capillary model) proved quite successful for describing the vapor to liquid
phase transition,47'48 and it was then extended to nucleation in liquid to solid, and solid
to solid phase transitions. However, because there was no easy direct way to measure
the interfacial free energy asi between a liquid and a solid, the theory was relatively
untested. In the late 40's, Turnbul149 advanced an experimental method for determining
asi, based on the assumption that the capillary model for a rate of phase transition
applies to the freezing transition too. The interfacial free energy was derived from the11
theory via an experimental measurement of the rate of nucleation of freezing.The
surface tension between liquid and solid for metal and a few organic molecules was
determined, and an empirical equation relating this to molecular properties was
proposed.9'4549However, as the method assumed no heterogeneous nucleation, a
condition which is difficult to verify, further development of the theory and experiment
was limited.This concern was greatly reduced with the introduction of supersonic
techniques, which produce many small liquid clusters so that any impurities were
dispersed.In addition, there was no container surface to trigger a phase change.In
recent years, L.S. Barte116'5° has used electronic diffraction and our group at OSU
has13'14 used Raman spectroscopy to investigate the nucleation of the phase transition of
freezing in a molecular jet.It has been found that clusters of more than about 1000
units can serve as a realistic model of bulk systems for the study of nucleation in phase
transitions.The thesis work described here is an extension of this research on
homogeneous nucleation.
We mention briefly that the formation of a critical nucleus can also be studied
theoretically, using an explicit representation of the intermolecular potential energy
surface function which characterizes an ensemble of molecules.The most common
approaches are "molecular dynamics"51 and "Monte Carlo"52 calculations. In the
"molecular dynamics" method, one calculates the trajectories of individual members of
a small collection of molecules as the molecules undergo chaotic collisions, and looks
for dense regions corresponding to nuclei that then grow.Commonly the systems
comprise a few dozen to a few hundred molecules.The "Monte Carlo" method
examines similar size and types of molecular systems but is not based on generating a12
thermal distribution by random collisions.Instead, random molecules are moved
through random displacements by some prescription, and the movement is accepted or
rejected according to a preset criterion. Both methods have been applied in explanation
of experiments of nucleation of freezing in supersonic jets as detected with electronic
diffraction.6'5° Further details about these statistical models are reviewed in reference
5'
Other approaches to the theoretical treatment of nucleation of freezing are the
"density functional theory-53 and "partition functions from an approximate quantum
mechanical model".54 The density functional theory demonstrates considerable promise
but has not yet been implemented into treatments suitable for routine analysis of
experimental data. The theory's future improvement requires additional structural data
for supercooled liquids, information which is currently not available.
2.2. Homogeneous Nucleation in a Gas
When a gas is cooled in the absence of nucleating catalysts, it will sustain a
substantial super-saturation before embryos of the condensed phase appear.The
nucleation process in such a gas takes place via the random growth of minute condensed
aggregates or clusters of the vapor phase molecules. The transformation of a phase
begins in a tiny region and spreads. When the amount of the new phase is very small,
the surface energy contributes an important fraction to the energy of the small region.
In the homogeneous nucleation of condensation, the formation of an embryo
droplet, assumed spherical, with a surface free energy proportional to its surface area
produces an equilibrium vapor pressure higher than that of bulk.As the embryo is13
formed from the vapor, its surface free energy increases from 0 to 4Ttr 2a1, where alv is
the surface free energy or surface tension between liquid and vapor phasesper unit area,
that is AGs = 47cr201v. The free-energy changes due to volume change is AGv= -(kT/v,n)
ln(p /po), where p is vapor pressure, po is saturated vapor pressure of liquid, andvm is
the molecular volume. The total elevation of the free energy ofan embryo droplet
above that of a plane surface of pure sample is therefore
AG = 4rc r2c5h,(4/3) IC r3 (k T/v,) (in p/po) (2.1)
The significance of this expression is seen by plotting AG againstr for a given
value of S = p/po at constant temperature, as in Figure 2-1. Thiscurve displays a free-
energy barrier for the growth of embryos at a given super-saturation. The free-energy
level must be at least as high as the peak, characterized by the critical radius r*, for the
embryo to grow. The critical radius r* is obtained by differentiating equation (2.1) and
evaluating r at the maximum to give
r* = 2sgh, v, / ( k T ln p/po ) (2.2)
Once the super saturation is reached, the rate of the formation of liquid drops in
a vapor is usually governed by the rate of nucleation (J) and not by transport in vapor.
An Arrhenius type rate-law expression for J is assumed to apply to the gas-liquid phase
transition,20
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Figure 2-1.Gibbs free energy versus size of nucleus for two saturation ratios.
J = A Exp (AG* / k T) ( 2.3)
where A is a prefactor contribution, determined by the surface area of the critical
nucleus and the collision frequency per square centimeter second from the kinetic
theory of gases. AG* is the minimum Gibbs free energy that the nucleus needs to form a
critical nucleus. These quantities can be expressed ass'4 r p 1 A -
r *2IP gmkT
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(2.4)
AG* = 16z cq, 3/ 3[(kT I vm)(1n(p 1 po))]2 (2.5)
J is seen to be very sensitive to the value of Gig,, a quantity that is relatively simple to
obtain experimentally from capillary rise measurements. The good agreement between
J from theory and experiments in early work was used to justify extension of the theory
to more complicated transformations in condensed phases, such as the liquid to solid
phase transition.
2.3. Homogeneous Nucleation Theory for Freezing
An extension of classical homogeneous nucleation theory from the condensing
to freezing process is presented in detail in, for example, reference9.45 and gives a means
to predict with useful accuracy a rate of nucleation. The key result is that the rate of
nucleation J, following Bartell's notation,19 is :
J = [2(asikbT)1/2/(vm5/371)] exp(-AG* / kbT) ( 2.6)
in which asi is surface tension, vm is molecular volume, iiis viscosity, kb is the
Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature at which nucleation of the phase transition
happens. The Gibbs energy barrier AG* is AG*=1 6nasi3/(3AG,2), in which AG,(T) is the
Gibbs energy of the phase transition defined according toTm
AGv(T) = -(1 / V) f AS,.(T)dT
T
16
( 2.7 )
in which AS fus(T) is the entropy change of phase transition, and V is the molar volume.
Substituting AG* into equation ( 2.6 ), we have
J = [2(asilcbT)1/2/(vm5/311)] exp(-16nasi3/(3AG,2)kbT) ( 2.8 )
The pre-exponential factor (which we term A) of equation ( 2.8 ) describes the
movement of molecules to the nucleation surface for the phase change. It decreases as
the temperature decreases;a simulation using reasonable parameters for benzene
(Figure 2-2) shows that this significantly affects the rate of nucleation when the
temperature is less than 130 K. The exponential part describes the barrier that the liquid
must overcome to freeze; the simulation shows that the value of the exponential part
decreases rapidly for temperatures greater than 230 K. Overall, the model shows that
the rate of nucleation J initially increases rapidly as temperature decreases, but then is
nearly constant with temperature over a wide range.J is very sensitive to the value
chosen for ash; a 10% change produces a change in J of 102 to 103. Viewed in reverse, a
measurement of J at some temperature, combined with equation ( 2.8 ), provides a basis
for determining a surprisingly accurate value of as', aparameter which is very difficult
to measure by any other method.40
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Figure 2-2.Simulation of rate of nucleation for benzene from classical nucleation
theory, equation ( 2.8 ).Figure shows contribution from exponential and pre-factor
separately
Of course, the clusters produced in a molecular jet experience large supercooling
before they freeze and the asi values are those at the temperature of the initial
nucleation.The physical parameters used in equation (2.8)thus have to be
extrapolated from known data in the usual liquid region to the supercooled liquid region
in order to estimate the interfacial free energy am from equation ( 2.8 ).For viscosity,18
the following equation,56 derived from a free volume model, is usedto extrapolate the
available experimental data for the liquid57 to the supercooled region.
log r1=A+B/(T-T0) ( 2.9 )
In this expression i is viscosity, T is temperature in K, and A, B andTo are fitting
parameters.Similarly, data for the heat capacity of solid and liquid58'59are used to
calculate the variation of entropy change with temperature. Linear extrapolationis used
to estimate the heat capacity in the supercooled region for the liquid.
The determination of J in an experiment is doneas follows. The fraction of
solid is easily measured as a function of jet position (time) ifwe have resolved Raman
peaks due to liquid and solid phases, or if electron diffractionpatterns with clear
indication of solid and liquid phases are seen. The fraction of solid ( Fs) is readily
obtained from the ratio of the areas of peaks attributed to the solid and liquidphases. Fs
as a function of time is used to obtain the rate of solid formation. The rate of solid
formation actually has two components; one is the rate of nucleation, the otherthe rate
of solid growth. Since the rate of solid growth is believedto be much faster than the
rate of nucleation, the overall rate of solid formation is determined by therate of
nucleation.9 "9As shown by Bartell,itis easy to derive the following relation
connecting the rate of nucleation J to the experimental Fs valuesI9
Ln(1-Fs ) = -Jvt ( 2.10 )19
By plotting the left-hand side versus time t, we obtain the product of rate of nucleation J
and the cluster volume v from the experiment. The latter can be deduced from cooling
curves.
13Hence the rate of nucleation J can be determined from jet experiments. For
example, for acetylene, Minarik found a value J = 1.4 X 1029 IT1-3 s-1 for a cluster of
diameter 20 nm. The interfacial free energy between liquid and solid Gm can be derived
from equation ( 2.8 ). A value ofas1 =10.1 mJ T11-2 was deduced for acetylene at a
supercooled freezing temperature of 155 K.28
2.4. Approximate Relation for the Rate of Nucleation
The equation ( 2.10) has been successfully used to obtain the rate of nucleation
for some molecules in electron diffraction, and in some CARS experiments. However,
for most molecules investigated either by electron diffraction or by CARS, the time
variation of Fs is not directly obtainable. This is because of overlap of spectral peaks or
electron diffraction patterns of the liquid and solid phases.The differences between
supercooled liquid and solid were found to become smaller, even indistinguishable, with
spectroscopy. For benzene, for which the Raman peaks are unresolved for liquid and
solid phases in jet, the fraction of solid Fs as an explicit function of time could not be
obtained, and hence equation ( 2.10) was useless.
A modified criterion was devised to determine the rate of nucleation J from the
experiment when no distinguishable solid and liquid peak can be obtained. We rewrite
equation ( 2.10) as20
Fs = 1-exp(-Jvt) ( 2.11 )
From this, if a time (t) can be associated with any estimate of the fraction of
solid, a rough value for the (Jv) product can be deduced. The rate of nucleation Jcan
thus be obtained if the volume of the cluster (v) is known or can be estimated. We
emphasis that even crude estimates of Jv are sufficient to give asi to goodaccuracy.
Completion of thefreezingprocessismore accuratelydeterminedin
experiments than other time intervals. A plot of Fs versus (Jvt) in equation ( 2.11 )
shows that the fraction of solid Fs = 0.95 for Jvt = 3; hence 95% of the sample is solid,
as seen in Figure 2-3. In experiments, this 95% point is about our limit of distinction of
the phase transition to solid. The time difference (t) is between initiation and finishing
of freezing. We use the criterion Jvt = 3 (see Figure 2-3 ) to getan estimate of the rate
of freezing J. This modified criterion is represented by equation ( 2.12)
Jvt = 3 ( 2.12 )
As a test, we applied equation ( 2.12 ) to data for acetylene, obtaining J=2.0x1029
111-3 S-1compared with 1.4 x10293 S-1from equation ( 2.10) via fitting the data of
fraction of solid Fs as a function of time. Both J values give essentially thesame surface
tension ash so the use of the simpler criterion for our benzene studies is considered
reasonable.Fs
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Figure 2-3.Completion of solid fraction Fs versus Jvt.
2.5. Conclusion
4 5 6
The application of classical homogeneous nucleation theory to the phase
transition between liquid and solid yields an equation relating the rate of nucleation to
the liquid-solid interface. A modified criterion for estimating the rate of nucleation
allows us to obtain the rate of nucleation J from information which was not useful
before.The interfacial free energy Gm between liquid and solid benzene will be
determined using these relations.22
3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Basic Idea of Experiments
CARS is an acronym for Coherent Anti-Stoke Raman Spectroscopy.The
method has high spatial and spectral resolution, and good rejection of background
scattered light.The details of CARS theory and applications can be found in
reference.
60'61In this thesis work, we used CARS as a probe to monitor the kinetics of
phase changes of molecular clusters in a supersonic jet. Our apparatus consisted of a
sample vessel which is used for mixing a benzene sample with a high pressure noble
gas, a pulsed nozzle, and a vacuum system.As the valve is pulsed, the molecular
clusters form and fly at a high speed as they travel downstream. Lasers are focused on
the clusters and spatially moved downstream as the CARS spectra were measured at
various positions. The signal was monitored by a photo-multiplier tube (PMT). The
wavenumber position of the CARS frequency reflects the temperature and the phase of
clusters. To determine the shift of the CARS peaks with temperature, a calibration was
done with equilibrium samples where temperature was monitored with a thermal diode.
The CARS spectra of these bulk samples, cooled by a cryostat, were recorded to
establish this relation.
3.2. CARS System
The experimental results described in this thesis were obtained on the CARS
system shown in Figure 3-1. The system consists of lasers, sample handling, and signal23
detection sub-systems. The primary laser is a "seeded" Quanta Ray DCR-A Nd:YAG
laser which produces a pulsed 1064 nm infrared beam at 10 Hz. The pulses are about 8
ns in duration with a spectral width at best of 0.003 cm-I. The 1064 nm output from the
laser is doubled using a 97% deuterated KDP crystal and the resulting 532 nm beam is
typically 100 mJ /pulse. One third of the 532 nm beam is used to form two CARS
beams, the other two thirds of the 532 beam is used to pump a tunable dye laser. The
tunable dye laser is a Lumonics Hyper dye-500 with typical outputs of 5 to 10 mJ per
pulse, depending on the dye and the working wavelength. The dye laser pulses have a
spectral width of about 0.04 cm
1.
The lasers are focused in a folded BOXCARS geometry. The Anti-Stokes beam
generated in this phase-matching arrangement is spatially separated from the pump and
probe beams. This spatial separation allows one to direct the weak signal (blue light)
through an aperture to discriminate it from the intense green pump and orange probe
beams. A holographic filter for the 532 nm light is employed after this spatial filter to
further reduce any remaining green light. Colored filters (5-54 Corning glass) may also
be used if the amount of background from the dye laser is limiting the instrumental
sensitivity. The signal is sent into a McPherson single grating monochromator after the
filtering stage. The photons are detected by an RCA 31034 photomultiplier. The output
is sent to an SRS SR250 gated integrator, and the integrated signal is digitized with a
Scientific Solutions Lab Master AID conversion board. Data acquisition and dye laser
control are achieved through an interface with a 486 PC. More detailed information
about the laser and signal detection sub-systems can be found in Minarik's thesis.28 The300 mm lens
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Figure 3-1. CARS experiment set-up for this thesis research25
sample sub-system will be discussed in section 3.3. Two critical elements in the laser
sub-system and signal detection sub-system are described in some detail below.
3.2.1. Seeder technique for YAG laser
A Nd:YAG laser without any band compression technique typically has a
spectral width (FWHM) of about 1 cm-I, a value too broad for the high resolution
spectroscopy required for the application in this thesis. The line width was therefore
compressed using a "seeder" method.62 A Lightwave Electronics S-100 infrared diode
laser was used to pump a monolithic Nd:YAG crystal to give a single frequency "seed"
beam of about 2 mW. This output was injected into the oscillator cavity of the pulsed
Nd:YAG laser to produce single mode operation. The spectral width of the laser pulses
generated with this "seed" technique is about 0.003 cm-I, which was more than adequate
for the experiments described in this thesis.
3.2.2. Bad shot detector
To insure the YAG laser pump frequency stability and to improve the CARS
signal to noise ratio, a bad shot detector was added to the system. This detecor is based
on an 12 cell and details can be found in reference.62This device eliminates signal
contributions from laser shots that are not seeded at a chosen 12 absorption line (#1109
at 18787.8042 cm-1)63 or are multi-mode. The maximum seeder laser drift is measured
to be less than 0.06 cm-1. 6426
3.3. Sample System
3.3.1. Cryostat system for bulk sample
The bulk phase sample of benzene was contained in a sample cell shown in
Figure 3-2. This consisted of a copper body screwed into the bottom of the cold finger
of an APD Cryogenics HC-4MK1 cryostat. Indium gaskets were placed on the surface
of a spacer (about 2 mm) inside the cell and quartz windows were pressed down on the
indium gasket to achieve a seal. Liquid samples of benzene were then injected into the
spacer through the filling tube. Solids were made by slowly freezing, then approaching
the melting point of benzene by warming and then cooling down.This cycle was
repeated until an optically clear solid sample was seen.The temperature was then
decreased slowly to the lowest temperature that the cryostat could achieve (about 8 K).
CARS scans were taken as the sample was warmed from low temperatures to higher
ones, allowing continuous scanning until the solid converted to liquid. The temperature
was controlled through the use of a Lakeshore 330 Autotuning Temperature controller
which was interfaced to a computer.
3.3.2. Molecular jet system for cluster
All of the jet spectra were recorded for expansions produced in a vacuum cell
shown schematically in Figure 3-3.In the sample cell the pumping speed is sufficient27
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Figure 3-2.Sample cell used in cryostat for bulk benzene
Figure 3-3.Molecular jet28
to maintain background pressures (Pb) of less than 1 ton with helium driving gas
pressure behind the nozzle at 3.4 or 4.7 atm. Cold free jet expansion conditions are
maintained until the gas reaches the Mach disc, where the expansion gas reheats due to
background collisions with the background gas. The Mach disc position is a function of
the background pressure Pb and the driving gas pressure Po behind the nozzle. For gas
driving pressures of 3.4 or 4.7 atm, the Mach disc is about 33 or 40 XJD units, where X
is the distance from the nozzle and D is the hole diameter. The X/D ranges for the
phase transition studies in the free jet are always at positions well before the Mach disc.
The jet cell has windows on both side for laser entry and exit for spectroscopy. These
windows are held at Brewster's angle so that there is a minimum of reflected light,
maximizing the power transmitted through the windows. Mounted inside the cell is a
Bosch injector which has been adapted for use as a gas expansion nozzle.The
modification includes threading the body for mounting purpose and applying a shim
type nozzle to the end. In the case of benzene expansions, two nozzle diameters (0.25
mm and 0.50 mm) were used, in order to allow a wider temperature range of cooling of
benzene clusters.
The solenoid of the Bosch injector is driven by a pulse driver which was
constructed at OSU. The driver essentially uses an SCR switch to dump the charge of a
capacitor through the solenoid windings of the magnetic pulsed valve, at typically 150-
350 V. The valve opening is synchronized with the laser pulses by a Hewlett Packard
222A pulse generator, which has variable delay and width capability to provide a clean
TTL pulse to the pulse driver. This allowed positioning of laser pulse (10 ns) at about29
the midpoint of the about 1 ms jet pulse. Given these widths, the jet can be considered
to be a static source on the time scale of the probing lasers.30
4. CARS STUDIES OF PHASE CHANGES IN EQUILIBRIUM BENZENE
As the basic unit of aromatic compounds, benzene is an important molecule in
chemistry.It is a common solvent and is a typical molecular crystal, crystallizing at
278.4 K. Its solid structure, pictured in Figure 4-1, is orthorhombic with four molecules
per unit cell. As mentioned in chapter 1, no other phase transitions in the solid phase
have been confirmed by diffraction methods, even though several are suggested by
spectroscopic observations.Although our high resolution Raman studies of bulk
benzene samples were undertaken primarily to complement our cluster work, the results
have some bearing on the questions raised about the structure of the solid. Accordingly
some discussion of this aspect is included in this chapter.
4.1. Introduction
Most physical properties of materials are highly related to their phase. A simple
example is water and ice, where density and heat capacity differs dramatically in the two
states.
65Knowledge of the various phases of a material as temperature changes is
highly desirableto understand the properties of matter.The information of
thermodynamics and kinetics of phase transitions is sought by scientist.Various
methods are used to study phase transitions; for instance X-ray scattering,66 67neutron
diffraction,4° Raman spectroscopy, 68-70 etcSometimes the problem of detecting
phase transitions is difficult and questions arise. As discussed in chapter 1, there is still
some controversy about solid state structural change for benzene,4° such as pre-melting31
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Figure 4-1.Structure of solid benzene.4°32
near 278.4 K, a transition to a glass phase around 223 K, and to a low temperature phase
around 100 K.
The most interesting issue is perhaps pre-melting. Pre-melting implies that the
structure of a solid phase becomes partially modified towards that of the liquid phase as
a sample approaches the melting point. The melting of a solid normally occurs such
that a solid with an ordered structure changes rapidly into a liquid with a randomly
oriented molecular arrangement. The theory of a first-order phase transition predicts
that such a transition as melting is abrupt; no pre-transitional effects such as pre-melting
are expected.
Some experimental results suggest that pre-melting of benzene might occur. X-
ray diffraction of a powder sample of benzene indicates that several diffraction features
show large changes of relative intensities as the melting point is approached.This
experiment also shows a large expansivity of the lattice parameter c and of the cell
volume.
67These observations are the basis of a claim of a pre-melting effect. Further
support comes from Raman spectra that display a marked decrease of frequency of the
lattice modes near the melting point,71 see Figure 4-2. Similar frequency decreases of
Raman lattice modes were also observed at non-ambient pressures.38 Other support for
the idea of premelting comes from the measurements of bulk thermal expansivity a, of
molecular crystals near a melting point since these show a power law divergence of a as
a function of pressure upon approaching the melting transition.39
However, experiments with neutron diffraction for powder samples of benzene4°
failed to detect the effects reported from the x-ray work. The latter effects were argued7i an -1
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Figure 4-2.Raman spectra of lattice mode near melting point!'
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to be due to large crystalline samples, and it was suggested thatx-ray experiments with
a white x- ray source were unsuitable for examination of this question. Concern about
impurities and difficulties of working near the melting pointprevent the general
acceptance of the idea of pre-melting for benzene and for other small molecules.
The concept of pre-melting is of fundamental importance since it affectsthe
common distinction between first and second-order phase transitions. Another interest
in pre-melting is that the structure of the pre-melting phasemay give insight into the
local structure of a liquid, a property which is difficultto determine. Such knowledge
may permit construction of a better intermolecular potential energy surface function,
which is the foundation of computational physics and chemistry formaterial properties.
Some success has been achieved from theoretical calculations basedon intermolecular
potential energy surface functions constructed from solidstructure data, but a better
result can be expected if the potential can be basedon intermolecular potential energy
surface functions that describe liquid structure data.I2However little such data are
currently available.
Finally, there are some suggestions that solid benzenemay exist as a glass or in
other crystalline forms. Many organic molecules form glasses andhave a glass phase
transition.72 No glass phase has been clearlyestablished yet for benzene, althoughsome
researchers have proposed a glass phase transition around 223 K.73Other solid phase
transitions at 120 K and 100 K have been proposedtoo.High resolution Raman
spectroscopy is a good indicator of phase or structural changes. A series of those
spectra of bulk benzene at different temperatures can indicateeven subtle structural35
changes in the solid material.This measurement is also a necessary part of jet
experiments which will be discussed in detail in chapter 5.
4.2. Experiments and Results
4.2.1. Apparatus and sample handling
High resolution CARS spectra were obtained with the system shown in Figure 3-
1 and described in detail in chapter 3 and elsewhere." A cell of thickness 2 mm sealed
with two quartz windows wasfilledwith benzene (PHOTREX reagentfor
spectrophotometry, purity 99.9%). The thin cell was then attached to a cryostat (ADP
Cryogenics HC-4MK1) where temperature was controlled with a Lakeshore 330 auto-
tuning temperature device. The temperature can be maintained with an accuracy better
than 0.2 K for a temperature above 100 K.Incident pump and Stokes beams were
combined in a Boxcars phase-matching geometry. By fine tuning the overlap of the
threelaser beams, we generated a CARS signal which was detected with a
photomultiplier tube (RCA 31034A). The signal was averaged with a boxcar integrator.
A computer received data from the integrator and controlled the scan of the dye laser.
To avoid the damage to cell windows and sample burning, reduced powers were used
and all laser beams were overlapped in the sample after the focus, such that the diameter
of the overlap region was about 1 mm.
The sample was cooled to 275 K, then warmed over the melting point and
cooled again for a few cycles to achieve a solid sample of good optical quality. This36
step took about two hours. After that, the sample was cooled slowly and, at selected
temperatures, CARS spectra were recorded. After each temperature change, the sample
was left to stabilize for at least half an hour before the spectrum was recorded.
4.2.2. Spectra and results
The intense v2 ring-stretching mode (993.06 cm-i) of benzene74was the focus of
all spectral measurements. The spectra recorded during the cool-downprocess can be
seen in Figure 4-3.Over a period of 12 hours the temperaturewas lowered to 8 K.
Then, the sample was warmed, and spectra were recorded at selectedtemperatures. The
spectra recorded during the sample warm-up process can be seen in Figure 4-4. Again
after each temperature change, the sample had at least halfan hour to equilibrate.
Special attention was paid to measurements near the 278.4 K melting point of benzene.
The sample of benzene was visually solid inside the sample cell ofcryostat before and
after the spectra were recorded at all times at 278.2 K and lower. When thetemperature
control was released near 278.2 K, benzene melted anda mixed sample of solid and
liquid appeared. Efforts to record the CARS spectra of this samplewere not successful,
presumably due to fluctuations as solid moved in and out of the overlapped beams.
Spectra of the liquid and of vapor in a separate cellwere also recorded for
comparison and for calibration purposes.The latter is necessary because of some
variability of the dye laser reading when it is adjusted for maximumpower of different
laser dyes. The Nd:YAG frequency was taken to be 18787.804 cm-1 since the seeder
was tuned to match the iodine vapor line #1109 at this value. The dye laser correction37
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Figure 4-3. CARS spectra of benzene in a cryostat for a cool-down sequence.The
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Figure 4-4. CARS spectra of benzene in a cryostat for a warm-upsequence. The vapor
and liquid spectra are the same as in figure 4-3.39
was then deduced from the measured Raman shifts of the maximum of the unresolved Q
branches of CO2 and benzene vapor; Table4-1summarizes these measurement. Since
it was most appropriate for the spectral region of our measurements, the benzene vapor
correction of2.93cm-i was used in obtaining the Raman shifts listed in Table4-2for
the condensed phases of benzene.
4.2.3.Analysis
Each spectrum in Figure4-3and4-4was fitted using the program Peak-Fit to
obtain the peak center, the width of the peak (FWHM), and the intensity (represented by
the peak areas of the bands). These quantities are plotted versus temperature in Figure
4-5to4-7for the cool-down/warm-up sequence. The error bars for the widths (Figure
4-6)corresponds to two times the fitting standard error.Since the Raman shifts in
Figure4-5were determined by the calibration of gas phase, and solid or liquid phase
peak positions, those error bars were calculated as twice the square root of the
summation of squares of the standard error for gas and condensed phase peaks. All the
data are summarized in Table4-2.
The Raman shift versus temperature relation ( Figure4-8) was established with
the warm-up sequence data.Tthe solid and liquid lines show fits of the peak center
position data to the following functions.
Liquid T = -43182.16 +43.82144v2 (4.1 )40
Solid T = -172028874.97 +347262.96919v2 -175.24869628 v, 2 ( 4.2 )
In the case of the solid, only data above 100K was used for the quadraticregression.
(An excess of significant figures is enablegiven to calculation oftemperature to 0.1 K).
These functions will used in chapter 5to convert liquid/solid cluster peakcenter
positions to temperatures.
Table 4-1. Summary of spectrum calibration data of CO, and benzenevapor.
Molecule Raman
cm
-1
STD Errol FWHM
cm
-1
STD errorPeak
area
CO2 1282.44 0.003 0.1780.007 2.1
at 293 K 1282.45 0.003 0.2210.006 2.4
200 torr 1282.53 0.003 0.2690.005 2.2
Ave.= 1282.47 0.003 0.2220.006 2.2
Correctiona 3.04
Benzene
at 293 K 990.05 0.005 0.3070.008 2.6
80 torr 990.01 0.004 0.2810.005 1.9
vapor 990.01 0.005 0.2980.006 1.4
Average= 990.02 0.005 0.2950.006 2.0
Correctionb 2.93
a) Measured assuming the unresolved Q-branch maximum is at 1285.51 cm"1
b) Measured assuming the unresolved Q-branch maximum is at 992.95 cm-1
This correction was used in deducing the Raman shifts of liquid and solid
benzene in table 4-2.992.5
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Figure 4-5.Raman shifts of warm-up and cool-down sequence. Triangles are warm-up
data, squares are cool-down data.0 50 100 150
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Figure 4-6.Linewidth of CARS peaks of warm-up and cool-down process.Triangles
are warm-up data, squares are cool-down data.30
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Figure 4-7.Intensity of CARS peaks of warm-up and cool-downsequence. Triangles
are warm-up data, squares are cool-down data.44
4.3. Discussion
4.3.1. Solid-liquid phase change
In the gaseous phase, the Raman shift of the free molecule is 993.06 cm -1 for the
-v2 symmetric ring stretch mode,74 whereas, in the liquid and solid phases, because the
molecule is in a local field of other molecules, the Raman shift is altered. The attractive
or repulsive forces in condensed materials produce a red or a blue shift of Raman lines
from the gaseous phase." If the Raman shifts are smaller in the condensed phases than
those in the gaseous phase, attractive forces are responsible, suchas in benzene. The
attractive force between molecules is a continuous function of temperature in the solid
phase, which should give a continuous change of Raman shift with temperature.
As the local fields of liquid and solid are different, we see a step discontinuity of
the Raman shift as the liquid freezes to the solid, as in Figure 4-5. Similarly, thereare
obvious discontinuities in the linewidth and peak intensities at 278.4 K (Figure 4-6 and
4-7). All observations are consistent with a first order phase change and the fact that the
changes occur right at the known melting point indicates that the sample is quitepure.45
Table 4-2. Summary of Raman shift, width, and intensity of bulk benzene sample
T
K
Raman
cm-i
STD error FWHM
cm''
STD errorPeak
area
Liquid
295.4 992.1800.033 2.050.068 17.3
293.0 992.1340.029 2.500.065 28.3
281.2 991.8300.025 2.120.052 10.0
280.4 991.8010.027 2.090.060 11.8
Solid-cool down
276.1 990.5040.018 1.290.031 8.8
273.1 990.3600.016 1.080.028 4.6
259.2 990.2820.018 1.060.030 4.7
239.6 990.2140.015 0.780.024 3.7
218.7 990.0900.019 0.870.031 2.1
207.2 990.0680.013 0.570.021 1.4
165.5 989.8700.007 0.480.010 2.5
139.5 989.8160.002 0.300.003 2.4
127.0 989.7930.004 0.420.006 3.6
101.5 989.7380.003 0.290.003 2.9
82.0 989.6690.003 0.230.004 2.8
62.0 989.6590.002 0.220.003 2.3
40.0 989.6400.002 0.240.002 1.1
10.0 989.6600.001 0.220.002 2.2
Solid-warm up
278.2 990.5570.014 0.380.019 0.1
277.5 990.3610.022 0.770.038 2.3
276.2 990.3670.015 0.930.027 9.1
273.7 990.3840.013 1.260.025 4.7
267.1 990.3280.026 1.130.048 3.4
259.3 990.3140.012 0.900.021 3.5
240.0 990.1860.017 1.010.030 2.5
220.0 990.1040.001 0.750.019 0.7
200.0 990.0410.009 0.400.014 0.3
180.0 989.9550.014 0.670.024 0.5
160.0 989.8760.008 0.370.013 0.3
140.0 989.8490.009 0.320.013 0.3
120.0 989.7830.012 0.370.018 0.3
100.0 989.6930.005 0.340.008 0.5
80.0 989.6610.006 0.330.009 0.8
60.0 989.6740.003 0.280.005 0.6
40.0 989.6480.004 0.240.004 0.9
10.0 989.6600.001 0.220.002 2.246
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Figure 4-8. Raman shift versus temperature relation for bulk phases of benzene.47
4.3.2. Glass phase change
Existence of a glass phase for benzene has been proposed basedon IR
observations, which show an absorption peak splits intoa doublet as the temperature
cools over 223 K.73In our experiments, we do not see near this temperatureany
obvious discontinuity in the solid Raman shift or in the linewidth plots for eitherthe
cool-down or warm-up sequence, Figure 4-5 or 4-6.Also, neither figure shows any
indication of hysteresis, which is typical fora glass phase transition for cool-down/
warm-up curves.
75The intensity curves (Figure 4-7) do show a general increase with
warming above 200 K but the errors in this quantityare large and, in any event, other
factors could produce this rise. Overall, the existence ofa glass phase is not supported
by our CARS measurements.
4.3.3. Other proposed solid phase changes
As mentioned earlier, a phase change at100 K was proposed from neutron
diffraction,66 andwas disputed by another experiment.40 Measurements of the spin-
lattice relaxation times and the width of the nuclear magneticresonance absorption line
gave evidence of molecular re-orientations (not free rotation) about the sixfold axis at
120 K.41In our experiments, we do see that the plot of Raman shiftversus T gives
different slopes below and above 100 to 120 Kso some such reorientational process
may indeed be occurring. There is no abrupt linewidth or intensity change in this region
however. These plots do seem to show an increase at temperatures above200 K. This
trend offers some support for the NMR measurements41 which showed, bya departure48
from a linear relationship between log(tic) and 1/T, evidence of increased reorientational
motion above 240 K. None of these changes appear to be abrupt, as in the case of
melting at 278.4 K, so any structural changes are likely to be minor.
4.3.4. Existence of a premelting process
As noted earlier, there has been some dispute about whether a pre-melting
process, or phase, might exist 1-2 K below the true melting temperature. Thus it may be
significant that there is a small but clear jump in the solid frequency just below the
melting point in the solid phase in Figure 4-5 for both cool-down and warm-up
sequences. The width of the solid peak near the melting point also shows a distinct
narrowing during for the warm-up process of Figure 4-6. A sudden change of intensity
can also serve as an indicator of a phase transition,67'76 and, indeed, the intensity of the
CARS peak shows marked changes about 1 K below the melting point, as shown in
Figure 4-7.
Two possible explanations for these observations come to mind. First, because
the temperature is so close to the melting point, benzene might be partially liquid and
partially solid, or in a condition of solid-liquid co-existence.34'77'78 Second, there could
be an actual structural change in the solid phase corresponding to pre-melting. Below,
we consider these in turn.
The question of co-existence of liquid and solid phase is interesting.
79 80It is
possible that benzene molecules absorb energy from the laser beams, leading to partial
melting of the solid sample at the laser focus volume. This process could produce a49
mixture of a small amount of liquid in the solid sample which, if the peaks are broad
and overlap, could produce the drop in Raman shift of the solid that we see in our
experiments on bulk samples in the cryostat. This melting would not be seen visually
since the sample is not easily viewed during the intense laser pulse. Of course, benzene
has no strong absorption bands near the wavelengths of our CARS system, which are at
532 and 560 to 570 nm. However, benzene has a strong absorption near 220 nm, so that
absorption of two photons of 532 nm light is possible at the tail of this band.Also,
stimulated Raman pumping to the v2 = 1 level is produced at the same time as the
CARS signal is generated so there will be some heating by this process. Both the two
photon absorption and stimulated Raman processes are much weaker than one photon
absorption, but their occurrence to an extent which could partially melt benzene sample
can not be excluded.
Nonetheless, we do not think itis likely that such multiphoton processes
occurred in these experiments because we used a loosely focused beam to avoid sample
burning in the cryostat, a defocusing condition which works strongly against such
multiphoton processes.Also, on examining Figure 4-6, we see that the width of the
solid peak decreases close to the melting point, whereas a contribution by a liquid
fraction would cause an increase since the liquid peak is twice as wide as the solid peak.
Finally, we have not seen evidence of sample melting at the laser focus in similar
experiments on acetylene and other molecules. Overall, our data is not inconsistent with
the idea that pre-melting starts at about 1 K below the melting point, as suggested by x-
ray scattering 6750
What would be the nature of a pre-melting step? This is difficult toanswer but
it presumably involves an increased amplitude of vibration of some lattice modes in the
crystal, which modifies the environment of internal mode v2 and causes it to change.
Since the c axis expands the most just below the melting point, the mode must havean
amplitude component along c axis. Examination of Figure 4-1 shows that the linkage
from one benzene to another along the c axis involves overlap of the pi electrons of the
nearly parallel benzene rings. This interaction would be weakened if a gear-like rotation
occurred about the six fold axis of each benzene. This would result ina preferential
increase in the c axis dimension, as observed in the x-ray study.35
4.4. Conclusions
Our high-resolution CARS spectral measurements on benzene in a cryostat give
Raman frequency versus temperature relations which will be used in the cluster studies
in chapter 5. Some indication are seen for proposed phase changes in solid benzene
from 278.4 K down to 8 K. There is evidence to indicate minor structure changes at 240
K and at 100-120 K but none for a glass phase change of benzene around 220 K.
Support for the concept of premelting in the case of benzene comes fromsome spectral
changes seen just below the melting point.This work demonstrates that CARS is a
useful tool which can contribute to the understanding of phase transitions of solid.51
5. CARS STUDIES OF BENZENE CLUSTERS FORMED IN JET
EXPANSIONS
Liquid benzene clusters of about 10 nm in diameter were formed in a supersonic
jet and monitored by CARS spectroscopy. These droplets supercool to a temperature
estimated to be around 230 K and partially froze into solid particles, causing warming
due to the heat of fusion. This warming effect was discerned from subtle peak shifts in
the CARS spectra which served as an indicator that the freezing phase transition had
occurred over a period of about 0.4 p.s. The interfacial free energy between liquid and
solid benzene, asi, is calculated by using homogeneous nucleation theory combined with
the jet experimental data and is compared with the other limited data available in the
literature.
5.1. Introduction
Nucleation of condensation, freezing, and solid-solid phase transitions lies at the
heart of catalysis, metallurgy, materials engineering, earth science, etc. The kinetics of
homogeneous nucleation constitutes the key to understanding suchprocesses. The main
parameter which links experiment and theory is the interfacial free energy (a, surface
tension).Because of the difficulty of achieving homogeneous nucleation of freezing
and experimentally measuring the liquid-solid surface tension,we know much less
about freezing than its importance in our daily life and science dictates. Thereason is
not that the theory is primitive, but that truly homogeneous nucleation experiments are
extremely difficult to perform. Trace impurities always exert a large influence. 5'6 There52
are few truly homogeneous experimental data that one canuse to compare with
homogeneous nucleation theory.Therefore appropriate homogeneous nucleation
experiments are valuable for the understanding of nucleation offreezing and for the
development of nucleation theory in condensed phases.
Molecular clusters, with diameters from 5nm to 50 nm, produced in a
supersonic jet, are considered a satisfactory homogeneous sampleensemble.Their
physical and chemical properties resemble closely those ofa bulk sampleI5 and non-
intrusive techniques are available tomeasure the temperature of the ensemble and to
monitor changes in phases. In particular, these methodsare electron diffraction by the
group of Barte1116'18'19 and CARS in our group.
13,14Most of the molecular clusters
formed by Bartell in his jet were supercooled liquids, including benzene.I8In a few
cases, solid clusters formed from supercooled liquid.13'14'16'I9 In two studies by coherent
laser spectroscopy (SRS and CARS), solid clusters of nitrogenand acetylene have been
seen in a supersonic jet and their kinetics followed. These are advantageouscases since
spectral features were resolvable into two peaks,one representing liquid and the other
solid, so it was possible to monitor the process of freezing in thejet.
However, not all systems give two resolved peaks whichcan serve to indicate a
liquid-solid phase transition. Often the spectral separation betweenpeaks due to liquid
and solid phases diminishes as the clusters supercool, leadingto overlap, as we found
for benzene. A different indicator, which is suitable forthe study of nucleation of
freezing in most molecules, is needed to indicate theonset of freezing in a jet.
Thermodynamics tells us that if any supercooled liquid freezesinto a solid at a
supercooled temperature (TL), the liquid-solid system willwarm rapidly, usually to the53
melting point (T,,) unless the system has extreme supercooling. The difference between
Tn, and TL can be large in a jet as the aggregate experiences rapid cooling in the
expansion process.13'14'19'32Detection of a temperature rise can thus serve to indicate
the onset of the freezing process.A small variation of Raman shift due to the
temperature rise of the supercooled liquid and solid mixture can be monitored with
CARS.
In this thesis, benzene is used to demonstrate experimentally that this indirect
detection of freezing is feasible and the advantages and limitations of this approachare
discussed. The theoretical expression for the rate of nucleation, discussed in chapter 2,
is used in this work to deduce the surface tension 60 between liquid and solid benzene.
5.2. Experiments
5.2.1. Molecular free jet cooling mechanism
Underexpanded beams emanating from sonic (shim) nozzles are generally
termed free jets. The isentropic expansion (as occurs in free jets) leads to decreasing
gas density and translational temperature with increasing distance from the nozzle.
Density and gas temperature decrease until the expansion reaches the background
pressure, where cooling collisions have essentially ceased. Because of the rapid cooling
in free jets, there may be regions of the expansion zone characterized by localpressure
higher than the correspond vapor pressure of a condensed phase. This supersaturation
leads to clustering if the time remaining before the expansion runs out of collisions is54
sufficiently long. Note that, because of cohesive energy being released, the onset of
clustering heats up the beam.
Three factors determine the extent of clustering in free jets: stagnation pressure,
aperture cross section, and initial gas temperature. In general, cluster concentration as
well as average cluster size increase with stagnation pressure andcross section of the
nozzle, whereas they decrease with increasing reservoir temperature. Expansions from
smaller nozzles have fewer molecules to be clustered and run out of collisionssooner;
hence smaller clusters are formed.For the same reason, expansions from smaller
apertures typically have much higher cooling rates than are found for larger orifices.
Note that,for small nozzle crosssections, beam divergence and translational
temperature increase.
After the onset of clustering, the cooling of clusters produced in supersonic
beams can proceed by two microscopically distinct mechanisms. The first is collisional
cooling, that is, the relaxation of internal degrees of freedom by two-body collisionsto
the monomers and/or the carrier gas. This mechanism is effectiveup to the Mach disc
location. The second mechanism is evaporative cooling, which proceeds throughout the
time of transit up to the detection point, even after collisional cooling has ceased. RRK
theory predicts that evaporative cooling is important at a cluster temperature of 0.3E / k
< T < 0.6 c / k,where E is the binary binding energy between two molecules in the
cluster and k is the Boltzmann constant.Further details about free jet theory and
applications to cluster studies can be found in references.8155
5.2.2. Free jet experiments with benzene
The CARS system and free jet apparatus used to study supercooling and kinetics
of freezing has been described in detail in chapter 3 and elsewhere." The pulsed nozzle
is a shim type, with a diameter D either 0.5 mm or 0.25 mm. The thickness of the shim
was 0.5 mm for both nozzles. Instead of the loose beam overlap used in the cryostat
experiments (chapter 4), in the jet experiments all laser beams were tightly focused with
a lens (focal length 300 mm); the diameter of the focus was about 0.1 mm. The typical
laser energy is about 15 mJ for YAG beams, and about 5 mj for the dye laser beam. Our
CARS system has a spectral resolution about 0.05 CM-1.64
The same benzene sample employed in the cryostat experiments (PHOTREX
reagent for spectrophotometry, purity 99.9%) was used in the jet measurements. The
experimental conditions were varied to change the extent of clustering produced at large
X/D distances, at increased helium driving pressures, and with smaller diameter nozzles.
Initially, pure benzene vapor was used.Serial spectra versus X/D, accomplished by
lifting the whole jet instead of moving the laser beams, were recorded until the signal
was too weak to be seen. Next, helium (purity 99.9%) at a driving pressure of 1.74.7
atm, was bubbled through liquid benzene at 295 K, forming amixture which was
expanded into the evacuated chamber through the pulsed nozzle.
5.2.3. Determination of cluster temperature by Raman shift
The temperature of the clusters is one of the key parameters we need to
determine for the study of supercooling and kinetics of freezing. We have mentioned in56
chapter 4 that the Raman shift versus temperature relation established for bulk samples
can be used to determine the temperature of clusters in our free jet, since these clusters
contain more than 1000 units, i.e. are bulk-like.In the jet experiments, the monomer
and cluster peaks can be recorded in the same spectral scan. The monomer position is a
very good reference for calibration purpose because the benzene v2 band is an intense
and narrow feature and its position in the jet is nearly constant during an experiment,
see Table 5-1 to 5-5.In comparing with jet experiments, we use the bulk results of
Figure 4-8, in which the Raman shift is plotted versus temperature. In the bulk sample
experiments, the reference point is the room temperature monomer peak maximum
position, while in the jet experiments it is the cold monomer peak position. The v2 peak
center position has been determined to be 992.80 cm-1 for benzene vapor at 85 C and the
Qo band head position has been deduced to be 993.06 cm-1.82 Our peak center position
of benzene vapor for the calibration of cryostat data was determined at 22 C, which we
estimate should be around 992.95 cm-1,Table 4-1. We assign the peak center position in
the jet as 993.03 cm
1,a reasonable shift since the sample is colder than room
temperature. With these reference points, the Raman shift of the clusters can be used to
deduce temperature from the equations ( 4.1) and ( 4.2 )for liquid and solid
respectively.57
5.3. Results and Analysis
5.3.1. Pure benzene vapor in a jet
Two experiments were done involving expansions of neat benzene. One was at
295 K, room temperature, where benzene has a vapor pressure of 82 ton. The second
was at 335 K where the pure benzene vapor pressure is 416 ton. No cluster peaks were
seen in either pure vapor jet experiments. Sample spectra of pure benzene vapor at 295
K and in a jet are shown in Figure 5-1 for a large nozzle jet (D = 0.5 mm), and in Figure
5-2 for a small nozzle jet (D = 0.25 mm) with benzene vapor at 335 K. We conclude
that pure benzene vapor in a jet is not able to cool sufficiently to condense or freeze to
produce liquid or solid clusters. However, we do see the effects of cooling in the jet.
The width of the vapor peak narrows and the peak center shifts to slightly higher Raman
values, implying cooling as X/D increases, see Table 5-1. The peak at 994.2 cm-I is a
hot band (v2+v20)-v20;82 its intensity relative to that of v2 decreases as cooling occurs in
the jet, Figure 5-1 and 5-2. Interestingly, this hot band is still present at X/D up to 5 in
the large nozzle jet, Figure 5-1, but it is gone even at X/D = 0.4 in the smaller nozzle jet,
Figure 5-2. The widths of the peaks are also narrower in Figure 5-2 compared to Figure
5-1. It can be concluded that, at the same X/D positions, the jet with a smaller diameter
nozzle produces a much colder molecular beam compared to the jet with a large nozzle.
Even though the frequency shift is very small for benzene vapor in the jet, we
can see that it initially increases, then decreases as X/D increases.This means the
molecules cool down first, then warm back up. This cooling and warming effect can58
also be spotted in the width of the peak, which shows a decrease first, then an increase,
see Table 5-1. This effect can be attributed to the small zone of free flow for a low
pressure expansion. This extends to the Mach disc location; after the molecules reach
this location they collide with the background gas, which warms them up. The Mach
disc position of a jet is determined by the driving pressure (Po ) and the background
pressure (Pb ) in the vacuum chamber according to the relation8I X/D = 2 / 3-jPo / Pb.
The background pressure is about 1 ton in our system, putting the Mach Disc limit at 6
X/D units when the benzene sample is at 295 K. Warming at about this position is
consistent with our experimental observations.Vapor at 295 K
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Figure 5-1. CARS spectra of pure benzene vapor in jet expansions with the large
nozzle. The benzene was at room temperature where it has a vapor pressure 82 ton.
The nozzle temperature was at around 42 C.Vapor at 295 K
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Figure 5-2. CARS spectra of neat benzene vapor in jet expansions with the small
nozzle (D =0.5 mm). The benzene was at 62 C where it has a vapor pressure of 416
torn. The nozzle temperature was at 65 C.61
Table 5-1.Jet experiment of neat benzene vapor at room temperature for a large
nozzle. June 23, 1996 data.
X/D
D=0.5
shifta
cm''
STD errorFWHM STD error
cm-1
Peak
area
Vapor 992.8340.018 1.2640.027 42.44
1.4 992.9780.012 0.6950.017 7.83
2.4 993.0260.009 0.5070.013 7.59
3.4 993.0330.006 0.4190.009 2.58
4.4 993.0610.005 0.3020.008 1.88
5.4 993.0570.004 0.3160.006 2.71
6.4 993.0330.005 0.3050.007 3.49
9.4 993.0220.014 0.4280.020 0.71
a) Calibrated shift of 3.57 cm-1 was used
Table 5-2.Jet experiment of neat benzene vapor at 62 C for a small nozzle. May 22
1996 data.
X/D
D=0.25
shifta
cm-1
STD errorFWHM
cm-1
STD ErrolPeak
Vapor 992.9780.009 0.4580.027 4.29
Vapor 992.9560.011 0.4400.017 1.63
0.4 993.0430.002 0.2500.003 1.63
1.4 993.0170.005 0.2560.007 0.41
a) Calibrated shift of 2.84 cm-1 was used62
5.3.2. Helium driven benzene for a large nozzle
When we mix benzene vapor with helium, the mixture hasa much higher total
pressure than pure vapor benzene and greater cooling is expected. At helium driving
pressures of 3.4 and 4.7 atm and benzene vapor at 295 K, clusters are readily formed in
jet expansions, as seen in Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4. Thevapor peak is always present
in the spectra at different X/D positions. The Raman shift of the clusterpeak is plotted
in Figure 5-5 and the temperature deduced from equation 4.1 (assumingthe cluster is
liquid) is shown on the axis to the right and is listed in Table 5-3. By comparisonto the
Raman-temperature relation of the bulk phase (Figure 4-8), these Raman shifts of
clusters (991.2 to 991.6 cm 1) are lower than liquid but higher than solid.It is clear that
no solid clusters were formed in the jet with the large nozzle (D= 0.5 mm). All the
clusters were supercooled liquid.63
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Figure 5 -3. CARS spectra of benzene in jet expansions with thelarge nozzle. The
circles are experimental data, the solid linesare peakfitting curves. The benzene
was atroom temperature where it has a vapor pressure 82 ton.The helium
driving presure was at 3.4 atm. The mole ratio of benzene is 3.2%.The nozzle
was at 42 C.64
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Figure 5-4.CARS spectra of benzene in jet expansion with the large nozzle. The
circles are experimental data, the solid lines are peak fitting curves. The benzene
was at 295 K where it has a vapor pressure of 82 ton. The helium driving pressure
was at 4.7 atm. The mole ratio of benzene is 2.3%.The nozzle was at 42 C.65
Table 5-3. Helium driven benzene in a large nozzle. June 23, 1996 data.
Monomer Cluster
X/D
D=0.5
shifta
cm "'
STD
error
FWHM Peak
-1cm"'
shifta
cm-1
STD
error
Tb
K
FWHM Peak
cm area
3.4 atm
0.4 992.9910.0060.514.4
1.4 993.0400.0050.423.8 992.2700.136299.11.341.4
2.4 993.0760.0040.29 1.6 991.5390.032267.11.021.2
3.4 993.0250.0040.120.9 991.4600.023263.61.013.2
4.4 993.0520.0230.45 1.3 991.3280.032257.81.384.6
5.4 993.0750.0070.09 0.1 991.1810.047251.41.270.8
4.7 atm
0.4 993.0110.0050.465.5 991.6340.115271.20.750.5
3.4 993.0410.0030.191.3 991.4550.057263.41.221.9
4.4 993.0260.0040.161.3 991.3660.054259.51.602.7
5.4 993.1000.0080.190.2 991.2480.064254.31.290.4
a) Calibrated shift of 3.55 cm-' was used
b) The temperature is deduced assuming the cluster is supercooled liquid992.5
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Figure 5-5. Raman shift of clusters in the large nozzle jet expansion. The benzene
was at 295 k where it has a vapor pressure of 82 ton. The helium driving pressures
were 3.4 or 4.7 atm, corresponding to mole ratios of 3.2% or 2.3%. The nozzle was at
42 C.67
5.3.3. Helium driven benzene in a small nozzle
From the pure benzene vapor jet experiments, we expect that benzene will be
cooled more for expansions with the smaller diameter nozzle (D = 0.25 mm). This is
borne out in Figure 5-6, 5-8 and 5-9 that show spectra for the latter case for helium
driven expansions. We see that the monomer peak quickly disappears as X/D increases,
compared to the large nozzle (D = 0.5 mm) expansion, indicating that the colder
molecular beam results in more extensive clustering. However there is still only one
broad cluster peak seen in the spectra. The Raman shifts versus helium driving pressure
at the first two fixed X/D positions are plotted on Figure 5-10, which shows that the
Raman shifts increase with increasing helium driving pressure and then level off. The
shifts are all smaller than expected for solid; comparison with Figure 4-8 shows that all
the clusters are supercooled liquid. The temperatures are shown on the right axis. The
Raman shifts of this cluster feature versus X/D are plotted in Figure 5-7 and 5-11 and
the temperatures deduced assuming that the clusters are liquid are shown on the
secondary axis. Note that none of the cluster Raman shifts are sufficient to reach those
of solid benzene, which is below 990.55 cm* Interestingly, the shifts decrease slightly
at larger X/D positions, indicating that warming has occurred. We also see that the
higher the driving pressure, the sooner this warming happens (Figure 5-11). These
decreases of Raman shift indicate that the clusters began to warm instead of cooling as
they traveled downstream from the nozzle.68
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Figure 5-6. CARS spectra of benzene in jet expansion of Sept. 6, 1995. The helium
driving pressure was 4.4 atm and the benzene was at 295 K. The benzene mole ratio
is 2.5 %. The nozzle was at 42 C.992.5
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Figure 5-7. Raman shift versus X/D inthe small nozzle (D=0.25 mm) jet
expansion. Sept 6, 1995 data.987 988 989 990 991 992
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Figure 5-8. CARS spectra of benzene driven with 3.4 atm helium in the small
nozzle jet. The nozzle temperature was around 42 C. The benzene mole ratio is
3.2%.71
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Figure 5-9. CARS spectra of benzene driven with 4.7 atm helium in the small
nozzle jet. The nozzle temperature was around 42 C. The benzene mole ratio is
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Figure 5-10. Raman shift of benzene clusters in the jet versus helium drivingpressure.
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Figure 5-11. Raman shift of benzene clusters in the jet with the small nozzle (May 21,
1996 data).73
These trends do not agree with our expectation that "the larger X/D, the colder
the molecular beam" and "the higher the driving pressure, the colder the molecular
beam". What caused the temperature rise? One might suspect Mach disc warming,as
was seen in the neat benzene expansion discussed in section 5.3.1. However, this is not
viewed as likely in the present case because for 3.4 and 4.7 atm drivingpressures the
Mach disc is calculated to be located at 34 and 40 X/D units respectively, distances far
beyond our probing region (less than 8 X/D).Another reason might be the heat of
condensation if vapor molecules collide with clusters which are continuing togrow in
size. If this is true, we should have seen the same warming effect due to condensation
in the larger diameter nozzle jet experiments. Examining Figure 5-6, 5-8 and 5-9,we
see that the extent of clustering in the small nozzle (D = 0.25 mm) case is greater, and
indeed,clusteringisessentially complete; hence nofurther warming dueto
condensation would be expected.
There remains only the possibility that the clusters supercool in the jet to the
point that some freezing into solid occurs. When the phase transition from liquid to
solid happens, the heat of fusion being released would certainly cause warming of the
clusters. This would explain our observation of a Raman shift decrease at higher X/D
locations, and higher driving pressures, see Figure 5-7 and 5-11. Thuswe believe that
the observation of the Raman shift decrease serves as an indicator for the onset ofa
liquid-solid phase transition, even though separate features for the two phasescan not be
distinguished.74
5.3.4. Reliability of Raman shift measurements determined by CARS
In all the spectra in the jet experiments, the cluster peaks have considerable
noise and itis necessary to ask how reliable and accurate is the peak position
information derived from these spectra?Statistical error analysis gives a minimum
uncertainty, which is shown as error bars in the figures. We note that the peak position
and uncertainties were essentially the same for assumed Gaussian or Lorentzian shapes.
The relatively smooth variation in position from point to point (see Table 5-4 and 5-5)
suggests that the relative accuracy of the peak position, and hence the temperature
change, is reasonably consistent with the error bars shown in the figures. However the
absolute shifts and temperatures have a much larger uncertainty, whichwe estimate
could be as high as ± 0.1 cm-1, corresponding to about ± 5 K absolute temperature
uncertainty.
5.4. Model of Supercooling and Freezing Processes
In the above discussion, we suggest that liquid clusters form, supercool, and
then, at a certain lower temperature TL, begin to freeze into solid. The solid formed
must warm to the melting point due to the heat of fusion. Thus at this onset of freezing,
the sample must consist of mostly supercooled liquid clusters at TL plusa small fraction
of clusters in which liquid and solid coexist at Tm= 278.4 K. The latter clusters would
contribute two peaks to the spectrum, at Raman shifts of 991.80 (liquid) and 990.56
(solid) cm -1respectively. These would not be resolved from the supercooled liquid75
Table 5-4.Sept 6,1995 jet experiment data summary.
Monomer Cluster
X/D
D=0.25
shiftaSTD FWHM Peak
cm errorcm
1area
shifta
cm-1
STD TbFWHM Peak
error K cm area
4.4 atm
1.0 993.0590.0040.3002.7 991.0530.022245.82.3310.5
1.4 993.0830.0080.3351.4 990.8590.020237.32.5510.3
2.4 993.0700.0120.3211.6 990.6930.019230.02.9024.8
3.4 992.9280.1070.4500.2 990.6960.034230.13.4614.5
4.0 993.0480.0160.1940.4 990.6870.027229.82.7017.1
5.0 990.6810.028229.52.8811.8
6.0 990.9050.030239.33.7024.5
7.0 991.1120.051248.43.6114.0
a) Calibrated shift of 2.56 cm-' was used
b) The temperature is deduced assuming the cluster is supercooled liquid
Table 5-5. May 21,1996 jet experiment data summary.
Monomer Cluster
X/D
D=0.25
F
cm1
STD
error
FWHM Peak
-cm
1area
F
cm-1
STD TbFWHM Peak
errorK cm-1area
3.4 atm
0.4 993.0800.0210.2691.7 990.8520.043237.02.4818.9
1.4 993.0050.0130.1921.4 990.6820.035229.52.3520.3
2.4 990.7040.037230.52.3419.1
4.4 993.0650.0700.2030.2 990.6700.048229.02.309.1
5.4 990.9310.054240.42.51 7.1
4.7 atm
0.4 992.9970.0120.160.9 990.7460.027232.32.1017.9
1.4 993.0070.0180.070.2 990.6690.030228.92.4312.0
2.4 990.8330.036236.22.6115.0
4.4 990.9220.053240.02.236.3
a) Calibrated shift of 2.65 cm "' was used
b) The temperature is deduced assuming the cluster is supercooled liquidSuper
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Figure 5-12. Model of spectral changes expected for freezingprocess
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feature but would cause an overall broadening of the peak, as observed in Figure 5-6, 5-
8 and 5-9.Since the change in peak position is greater for the liquid fraction of the
mixed clusters, compared to that of the solid, an overall shift of the peak toa higher
wavenumber value is predicted, as observed.Eventually, of course, all of the
supercooled liquid clusters would freeze and the jet spectra should show onlya single,
relatively sharp feature centered at the solid value at 278.4 K. Thesequence of these
events is depicted in Figure 5-12.It is clear that total freezing does not happen in the
X/D range that we are able to probe with the sensitivity ofour apparatus. Thus we can
only conclude that some partial freezing of the liquid cluster is occurring inour
experiments.
Researchers have examined benzene clusters of varied sizes by different
methods for over a decade.42'54'83It is noteworthy that our experiments indicate the
formation of solid clusters since benzene is known to be difficult to freeze ina jet.18
Aggregates less than 27 units of benzene were found only in liquid state in the jet.42
Large clusters of 20 nm diameter were observed only ina liquid form in the jet.11'84 In
general, it was found that more complex polyatomic molecules apparently form liquid
clusters easily.
85Efforts to understand this observation were conducted mainly through
Monte Carlo theoretical simulation.86 Benzene, as a representative molecule, has been
investigated with Monte Carlo carefully.87-89The molecular structure (aspherical
shape) and kinetics reasons (benzene needs over 100 gs to freeze,which is out of jet
probing range) have been proposed for the observation of only liquid clustersin the
jet.85 However,mass spectra evidence does indicates co-existence of liquid and solid
phases for a very small aggregates (13 unit),90 and solid features foraggregates of less78
than 20 benzene unit.83 Our clusters are believed to be of the order of 10nm in size,
similar to those produced in the electron diffraction experiments, andno evidence was
seen of very small liquid or solid aggregates.
Our results shows that clusters of solid benzene can be prepared and detected in
the jet.It is difficult to form solid clusters in the jet for polyatomic molecules, suchas
benzene, the reason is the larger heat of condensation compared to that of small
molecules. The jet needs to remove this heat of condensation before it could be further
cooled down to freeze. This explanation can be justified withour spectra, see Figure 5-
6, 5-8 and 5-9, which show clusters freeze after monomer has been depleted.
5.5. Determination of Interfacial Tension osi of Solid from Jet Experiments
5.5.1. Introduction
Surface tension cri, is an important fundamental physical property which is
compiled in most physical chemistry data references.However, no information has
been available for surface tension of solids asp or of solid-liquid interfacial tensionsasi
in those books. Even in research papers, very few data exist foroor asi of solids and
most of this is for metals, not for molecules.5Different methods have been used to
measure these values for metals, including calorimetry,91heat of solution,92 and others
that give a relative error range from 30% to 80%. Field emission microscope,93 foil and
wire zero creep94'95 and contact angle experiments96 givea relative error ranges 10% to79
20%. The most accurate method is compensated creep wire or foi1,97 which claimsan
uncertainty range of 1% to 3%.
The above methods have been used for the measurement of surface tension of
metals, but are not generally applicable for other materials, suchas organic molecules.
In chapter 2, we noted that interfacial free energy of solidcan be determined from
homogeneous nucleation theory if we can measure the rate of nucleation and know other
physical properties.Here we discuss in detail how to determine the rate of freezing
from equation ( 2.11 ) and 6s1 from the homogeneous nucleation equation ( 2.8 ).For
the convenience of discussion, we reproduce these equations below.
J = [2(6sikbT)112/(vm5/311)] exp(-16it6,13/(3AG,2)kbT) ( 2.8 )
Fs =1-exp(-Jvt) ( 2.11 )
In the following sections, we consider the determinationor estimate of various
quantities in these equations and then use these deduced value to calculateasi for
benzene.
5.5.2. Estimate of the mean size of clusters in the jet
The volume ( v ) of the clusters has to be determined for the calculation of the
rate of nucleation via equation ( 2.12 ). There are several ways which have been used in
our lab to estimate the mean size of such clusters. The first involves the modeling of
cooling of clusters as functions of X/D in the supersonic jet experiment.I4 This cooling80
curve model is not helpful in our experiments for benzene because we do not have a
single liquid or solid cluster peak to use to deduce temperature. A second method has
been used when the cluster is small and there are spectral features thatcan be assigned
to molecules on the surface.
98In this case, the ratio of the surface to bulk moleculescan
give a good estimate of the size of clusters.Unfortunately, no such surface feature is
seen in our jet experiments on benzene. A third method, recently developed by Steve
Mayer,99 involves Rayleigh scattering 100,101 As it happens,this development came after
the completion of my experiments and thus no direct measurement of cluster sizewas
done in my experiments.
Fortunately, since the size of cluster has only a small effect on the Gs, values,9'1°
we can make an adequate estimate of the size of benzene clusters in our experiments
from these other studies which used similar expansion conditions. In particular, inour
lab the diameters of clusters for other molecules determined by coolingcurve, Rayleigh
scattering, and surface to bulk core ratio methods have all been in therange from 5 to 50
nm. For example, a 12% CO2 mix with 14 atm helium produced an estimated mean
cluster diameter of 14 nm, while under similar conditionsa 5% CO2 expansion
produced clusters with a mean diameter of 8 nm.99In his study of benzene clusters
formed in jets,12 Bartell's simulation led to a cluster diameter of 20nm for a jet with a
Laval nozzle (entrance diameter 0.128 mm, exit diameter 1.9mm, length 30 mm). The
helium driving pressure ranged from 0.5 to 2.2 atm, givinga molar ratio of benzene
from 0.01 to 0.2. The Laval nozzle generally produces larger clusters than doesour
shim (sonic) type of nozzle. In our experiments, the helium drivingpressure was 3.481
and 4.7 atm, giving mole ratios of 0.0022 and 0.0015 respectively.All of our
experimental conditions suggest that the size of benzene clusters inour jet experiments
should be smaller than those in Bartell's experiments.Accordingly, we believe a
reasonable estimate is a mean diameter of 10 nm.
5.5.3. Determination of the rate of nucleation
In the following we assume that the rate of nucleation Jcan be equated to the
observed rate of freezing; justification for this comes from the experiments of
Minarik.28The rate of freezing can be obtained from equation ( 2.11 ) ifwe can
estimate the duration (t) of freezing of some specified fraction of the liquidclusters in
the jet. We will assume that, at most, 50% of the clusters will have frozenin our
experiments since a larger fraction would be expected to result in theappearance of a
solid feature in the spectra. We obtain anupper limit on the rate of nucleation by
assuming that this extent of freezing occurs in two X/D units,as suggested by Figure 5-
7 and 5-11. The velocity of the benzene clusterscan be deduced from the isentropic
expansion relations,13.102 giving a value of about 1400m s-1 for our experimental
conditions (2.5 % benzene mole ratio, X/D= 5 to 7 and total helium driving pressure Po
= 4.4 atm). Thus the duration (t) is 0.36 p.s. For an assumed mean cluster diameter of
10 nm, the volume (v) is 5.2x10-25 m3. These values give J= 3.7x103° s-1 for
benzene, a value believed to be good to about ± one order of magnitude.82
5.5.4. Determination of temperature of freezing
To calculate asi from equation (2.8), we need to know the nucleation
temperature TL at which freezing happens.If we assume that the data of the liquid
Raman shift we measured in bulk sample can be linearly extrapolated to the supercooled
liquid region, the measured Raman peak in the region of freezing yields, via equation
( 4.1 ), TL = 230 K.
5.5.5. Determination of other physical parameters in equation ( 2.8 )
Other parameters in equation ( 2.8 ) need to be estimated at the nucleation
temperature TL.For viscosity, equation ( 2.9 ) is used to extrapolate the available
experimental data of liquid to the supercooled region. Data for the heat capacity of
solid and liquid58 are used to calculate the variation of entropy change withtemperature.
Linear extrapolation is used to estimate the heat capacity in the supercooled region for
liquid benzene. A summary of all relevant parameters is given in Table 5-6.
5.5.6. Determination of asland estimate of uncertainty
With the above determined values of the rate of nucleation J, thetemperature of
nucleation, and the viscosity equation ( 2.8 ) yields a value of 11.7 mJ Tr1-2 forasi. The
uncertainties in nucleation rate and cluster size will manifest themselves in J;we find
that a change of J by a factor of ± 100 produces only a ± 10% change inasi. This is83
Table 5-6. Summary of all relevant parameters in equation ( 2.8 )
Parameters Value Unit Data source
Melting point Tn., 278.4 K CRC 77th
Heat of fusion Hf 9950 J/mol CRC 77th
Molar volume of liquid V 89.04 mi/mol CRC 77th d
Boltzmann constant K 1.38066E-23 CRC 77th d
Avogandro constant Na 6.023E+23 CRC 77th u
Molecular weight W 78.05 g/mol CRC 77th d
Density of liquid (I) 0.8765 g/cm
3
CRC 77th d
Density of solid (s) 1.016 g/cm
3
CRC 77th d
Molecular volume Vm 1.27541E-22 m' /molecule CRC 77th u
Heat capacity of liquid ( 295 K) Cp(I) 136.00 J moll K-1 CRC 77th d
Fusion entropy at 278.4 K DS f 173.40 J mot.'K- CRC 77th
a
Cp(I) fitting coefficients
b)
Cp(s) fitting coefficients
68.04756
44.1415
0.22858
-0.06232 0.00131
Olivere
Olivere
A B To
C) Viscosity fitting coefficients -1.4441 243.1342 99.7165 CRC 50th
Nucleation temperature T 230 K
Del G (230 K) 19185318.10 J/mol
Viscosity (230 K) 2.64 mPasc S
Sigma liquid-solid (230 K) 11.7 mJ rn-2
a) Cp(I) = a+b*T
b) Cp(s) = a+b*T+c*T2
c) log71=A+B/(T-TO)
d) CRC 77th,1997.103
e) Oliver, 1948.58
f) CRC 50th, 1970.5784
illustrated in Table 5-7, where the effect of a ±10 K change in cluster temperature is also
examined.
5.5.7. Discussion
From the above considerations, we obtain a lower limit of 11.7 mJ IT1-2 for asi for
benzene at 230 K. There is only one other value for benzene available for comparison.
Staveleyl° used thesame nucleation theory and cloud chamber measurements to deduce
a rate of freezing 1.5 x1012 m3 s-1 and a value 20.4 mJ ril-2 at 208 K. Stavely's value is
substantially greater than our result, more than might be expected for his colder sample.
There is however some concern that Staveley's experiments tend to underestimate the
rate of nucleation32 because the time period for the liquid drop to cool to the nucleation
temperature TL was also included in the nucleation time. He equated the overall cooling
period (seconds to minutes in his experiments) to the nucleation rate. However, as we
discovered in our experiments, and as seen in other published work,13'14'19this can occur
within microseconds. Such a large increase in nucleation rate would decrease his value
of as! substantially so his value of 20.4 mJ 111-2 should be considered as an upper limit.
Another comparison can be made with Turnbull's empirical equation (1.1),
which is based mainly on results from experiments on metals and a few organic
molecules.Turnbull's equation predicts a value of 20.9 mJ 111-2, again significantly
higher than our value.Tegze1°4 has proposeda theoretical basis for Turnbull's
empirical relation and his model predicts a value of 28 mJ 11(1-2 for asi at 230 K. These85
Table 5-7. Changes of surface tension versus temperature (T)or mean size of clusters
diameter (D)
T Diameter Exp. J Cal. J sigmachanges
K nm m-3 s -1 m3 s1 mJ
m_2
%
220 10 3.7E+303.2E+30 11.810.3
230 10 3.7E+303.2E+30 10.70.0
240 10 3.7E+303.3E+30 9.4-12.1
230 2 1.4E+33 1.8E+33 9.2-14.0
230 5 3.0E+31 3.3E+31 10.2-4.7
230 10 3.7E+303.2E+30 10.70.0
230 20 4.6E+294.3E+29 11.1 3.7
230 50 3.0E+282.7E+28 11.68.4
values predicted by these relations are close to those measured for other molecules in
our lab, so the discrepancy in the case of benzene is puzzling.It must be recalled
however that our asi is only a lower limit.
Finally, it is interesting to compare our GM value of 11.7 mJ 111-2 with the liquid
surface tension alv at the same supercooled freezing temperature. No experimental data
is available at 230 K, but we can extrapolate existingroom temperature data57'1°5 to this
supercooled freezing temperature. This gives a value of criv= 35.4 mJM-2. This value
is much higher than our solid-liquid value of 11.7 mJ 1112 because the difference of
properties between liquid and vapor is much bigger than that between solid and liquid.
Using these two values and Young's relation, Gm= Gsvalv, we obtain a value of 47.1
mJ m-2 for asv, the surface free energy of solid.86
Very few values of Gs, are available in the literature for other molecules. Table
5-8 summarizes most of the values from published literature. The number of molecules
on the list is very small compared to the huge amount of molecules in the world. This
demonstrates the difficulties to determine as, value by any other methods.
By spraying small liquid drops into a cold cloud chamber and using Rayleigh
scattering to monitor the onset of freezing, Stave ly studied over a dozen of molecules
and deduced their CYsi values. Stavely's values should be considered as anupper limit as
discussed in section 5.5.7. With a supersonic jet and by monitoring the rate of freezing
with high resolution stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS), a value of 3.2 mJ Tr1-2was
deduced for nitrogen at nucleation temperatures around 34 to 44 K.13 Minarik28 derived
a as, value of 10.1 mJ r11-2 for acetylene clusters freezing at 155 K with CARS. By using
a supersonic jet and monitoring the phase transition with electron diffraction, Bartell
derived values of 4.7 mJ 111-2 for CH3CC13 at nucleation temperature of 165 K,
4.8 mJ r11-2 for CC14 at 175 K, and 23 mJ 111-2 for NH3 at 128 K. Ifwe compare the last
two as, values from Bartell's free jet expansion with Stavely's cloud chamber method,
both are considerable lower than Stavely's values. This is in agreement withour value
for benzene compared to Stavely's value. As we just mentioned earlier in this section,
Stavely's value is an upper limit, our value is a lower limit. The true value ofas, must
fall in between these two limits. Examining Table 5-8, we see that the molecules with
hydro-bonding have the relative larger asi values, such as water and ammonia. The
molecules with relative small as, values are nitrogen and Cat. More data from different87
Table 5-8.as1 Values from different methods
Cloud chamber
Rayleigh Scattering
Free jet
e. Diffraction CARS
Molecule Trr, TLsigma Turnbull TLsigma TLsigma
K K mJ rr1-2 mJ m2 K mJ rn-2KmJ m-2
CH3CI 175.6 12021.4 17.6
H2O 273.2 23230.8 32.9
Naphthalene 353.1 25830.1 31.1
CH2BrCH2Br 282.7 21621.0 20.4
CBr4 363.3 28110.7 10.1
C6H5CO2H 395.0 27534.8 30.9
Diphenyl 344.0 28524.0 24.8
P4(white) 317.5 20212.6 5.9
CCI4 250.2 2006.7 6.7 175 4.8
NH3 195.5 15529.1 28.2 12823.0
CH3CCI3 243.1 165 4.7
C6H6 278.4 20820.4 20.9 23011.7
C2H2 192.7 15510.1
N2 63.2 343.2
molecules are needed to draw any broader conclusions about the correlationbetween
molecular structure and asi values.
5.6. Summary
Liquid benzene clusters of more than 1000 unitswere produced in a free jet
expansion and found to begin freezing when experimental conditions made the clusters
supercool to a temperature of about 230 K. A subtle indication for the nucleation of88
freezing was employed in which the latent heat of fusion was detected by means of a
temperature dependent peak shift. The duration of the phase transition of nucleation of
freezing is believed to be about 0.4 lis, which is much less than previously speculated
100 lis.88 The results yield a value of 11.7 mJ 111-2 for the solid-liquid interfacial tension
of benzene at 230 K. The experiments demonstrate that, as long as the difference in
Raman shift of solid at the melting point Tm and liquid at a supercooled freezing
temperature TL is larger than the uncertainty in the CARS measurement (less than 0.05
-1i cm in our system), CARS can be used to detect the onset of freezing for a cluster.
Thus the choice of molecules that can be studied with CARS is greatly increased.89
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